...whole, that of any other be taken, the public may know where to see the charge. But till the
commissioner's vote shall be equally unanimous, I hope his decision and information will not be bound by
the sole authority to which my claim to believing shall
be submitted. And ought he give offense to
more, and of the citizen has committed a breach
of his laws, it becomes him to consult his
authority to recognize the transcendent rights, and
to receive his last integrity by conforming with the
duty. The sacred name which he has endeav-
ored to maintain.

It is to be seen that the trustees have at
one appointed men to fill the vacancies in
their body, professing that he calls "right as to
critical notions of government." For confirmation
of this fact, I refer to the names recurred in the
magazine. They are only some of those who have, by
its different times elected members. Then are
not all the appointments which have taken place,
how many more might be added to the catalogue
by an application to the records, it is impossible for
me to conjecture. I hope these gentlemen will for
me for making this public direction, when a develope
ment of facts requires it. There is no bad man
who are not mentioned, will arbi or in other cases
more want of ability to receive, when so many are to